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Multi-Agent System

K. Furuta (Univ. of Tokyo)

What is agent?

One that acts or has the power to act

Abilities required for an agent
Decide one’s own behavior autonomously 
Exchange information with other agents or 
environment if necessary
Respond to unexpected situation to some 
extent

Various agent types

mobile agent

robot agent

interface agent

software agent

sensor agent

Road towards agent

FORTRAN (1957)
Abstraction of procedure (subroutine)

ADA (1975)
Modularization & portability (package)

Small Talk (1980)
Abstraction of data (object)

Distributed artificial intelligence (DAI), 
distributed control, etc ...

Basic configuration of agent

Situation
recognition
Situation

recognition

(Sensors)(Sensors)

ExecutionExecution

PlanningPlanning

CommunicationCommunication

ObservationObservation

(Actuator)(Actuator)

Supporting technologies

Object-oriented programming
JAVA, C++, etc.

Distributed computing
CORBA, RMI, HORB, etc.

Agent communication
TCP/IP, IC Card, BlueTooth, ACL, KQML, etc.

Intelligence or adaptation
Inference, planning, pattern recognition, learning, 
evolution, etc.
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Object-oriented programming

Object = unit of software organization
Abstracted body of procedure and data

Unnecessary to know internal structure

Generate instance from class before use
Inheritance of variables and methods

Call method to handle or communicate 
with agent

Image of object-oriented 
programming

Climb on the desk

Coffee What’s in?

Agent communication

Direct communication
with designated partner

message

Indirect communication

shared space (blackboard)

message

message

write-in

write-in reference

reference

Agent Communication 
Language（ACL）

query-if ask truth-value of a proposition
query-ref ask object in a proposition
subscribe request information
inform general act of notification
inform-if inform truth-value of a proposition
inform-ref inform object in a proposition
confirm confirm verity of a proposition
disconfirm confirm falseness of a proposition
failure notify failure of communication
not-understand notify incomprehensible communication 

Agent Communication 
Language（ACL）

cfp call for execution of an action
propose propose execution of an action
accept-proposal accept proposal
reject-proposal reject proposal
request request execution of an action
request-when request execution of an action when 

condition is satisfied
request-whenever　request execution of an condition is 

satisfied
agree agree execution of an action
refuse refuse execution of an action
cancel cancel execution of an action

Cooperation of agents
⎯ Contract network protocol ⎯

(1) call for (2) propose

(4) report(3) contract

call for
cfp

proposal
propose

report
inform

rejection
reject-proposal

acceptance
accept-proposal

operation

call for
cfp

call for
cfp

proposal
propose
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Planning of agent

Elaborative planning
Act after plan to the final goal has been completed
Efficient if situation does not change
Replanning necessary after situational change

Responsive planning
Execute what can be done in the present situation
No guarantee the goal is to be achieved
Adaptable to situational change

Knowledge necessary for 
elaborative planning

post-condition
(The roof has been painted)

action
(Paint the roof)

pre-condition
(One is on the roof)

achieve
goal

sub-goal
required

Planning by backward chaining

The roof has been painted

Painter is on the roof
Paint the roof

Painter is on the roof

A ladder is ready
Climb on the roof with a ladder

A ladder is ready

Storeroom is unlocked
Prepare a ladder

final goal

Structure of a plan

start
(present state)

final goal

backward planning
forward planning

Example of responsive planning
⎯ Subsumption architecture ⎯

Avoid objects

Stroll around

Visit unfamiliar places

Draw a map

sensors motors

A robot that strolls around the room to create a map

Multi-agent system

System that achieves the goal in a self-
organizing manner by cooperative 
behavior of multiple agents

Adaptable flexibly to situational change
Easy to extend or modify the system
Robust against failure of system 
components
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Example of application
⎯ Travel agency system ⎯

check seat vacancy

travel planning

airline company
railway company hotel

tourist bureau

collect tourist informationtravel agencyuser
input request

display result

check room vacancy

Multi-agent simulation

Simulation such that relevant 
components are modeled based on 
agent technologies

Team simulation
Traffic (automobiles, aircrafts) simulation
Artificial market
Artificial society

Cognitive simulation of team
⎯ Blackboard model of control ⎯

Knowledge 
Base

Blackboard

Inference EngineControl System

Communication Channel

Blackboard Blackboard

Knowledge 
Base

Knowledge 
Base

Assessment of MCR design

L-type
97m (107±28m)

U-type
85m

Integrated
11m

reactor operator
turbine operator
aux. sys. operator

Emergency response simulator 
for earthquake disaster

JGSDF

info.
pub.
info.

HQCity3City2

Tokyo Metropolitan Govt.

FD
PD

City1

section
section

section

Virtual Controller (Scenario
Manager) sends information
according to a scenario.

         <Scenario>
： ：・time destination content

・
・

Mass
Media

resources informationrequest query
（ ） CORBA 

Scenario
Manager

Organizational
Activity Simulator

（ ）Virtual Player Agent responds
to the situation referring to
knowledge base, rules,
resources.

：INPUT Scenario

：OUTPUT  log of
information acquisition,
action, and resource
consumption of each
agent.

： ：・time destination content
・
・


